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Abstract

Three results pertaining to lateral control of heavy duty vehicles on Automated

Highway System are presented. First, a time domain, frequency domain and pole/zero

analysis of the linearized model for lateral control of tractor-trailer vehicles is presented.

The steering response subject to variation of speed, road adhesion and look-ahead

distance is studied. Based on the analysis, a simple baseline controller is designed.

The close-loop simulation is conducted to show that the designed controller meets the

requirement of the maximum lateral displacement that should not exceed 0.2m.

Secondly, an offtracking analysis based on the linear model of tractor semitrailer

is presented. It is shown that as the longitudinal velocity decreases, the dynamic

offtracking converges to the kinematic offracking value.

Finally, a general method of deriving dynamic models for any configuration of

heavy duty vehicles is presented. For a heavy duty vehicle with N units, a complex 6N
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degree of freedom simulation model is derived. Additionally, a simple (2 + N) degree

of freedom model is derived for the purpose of controller design. Constraint forces

between adjacent units are obtained. The effects of dolly tire steering angle, front tire

steering angles of each unit, if any, and traction and braking torques on each wheel are

included in both models. A simplified non-linear analytical model of tractor-semitrailer

is presented and compared to the previous model.

keywords: Dynamic Modeling, Advanced Vehicle Control Systems, Lateral Control,

Steering Control, Heavy Duty Vehicles.
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Executive Summary

This report summarizes the research results on Lateral Control of Heavy Duty Vehicles

for Automated Highway Systems (AHS) concluded under MOU 289 for the year 1996-

97.

This project is a continuation of the project “Lateral Control of Commercial Heavy

Duty Vehicles”, MOU 242. Under MOU 242, dynamic model of tractor-semitrailer was

developed for control purposes. Several linear and non-linear control algorithms were

designed for the lateral guidance of tractor semi-trailer and commuter buses. While

the accomplishments of MOU 242 were theoretical, the research in MOU289 has been

directed towards performing the closed loop experiments on a tractor-semitrailer.

In consonance with the goal of experimental demonstration of lateral guidance

of a tractor-semitrailer, a linearized tractor-semitrailer model has been studied. Fre-

quency and time domain analysis to understand the dependence of dynamic response of

the tractor-semitrailer on the cornering stiffness, longitudinal velocity and look-ahead

distance were done. Off-tracking, a major consideration for lane following control al-

gorithms had been studied for tractor-semitrailer and single unit vehicles with long

wheel-bases. Whereas the emphasis of this project is experimental demonstration of

the lateral guidance of Heavy vehicles, the modeling and analysis of heavy vehicles was

continued. Dynamic modeling of general heavy duty vehicles has been done.

The report is divided in five sections. The first section presents the background

for the broad abjective: Placing heavy vehicles in the AHS framework. Subsequent

sections are concerned with related analysis. The second section describes the linear

analysis of tractor-semitrailers. Frequency and time domain analysis is used to study

the effect of look-ahead distance and velocity on the steering response of the tractor-

semitrailer. It is shown that the variation of vehicle speed and road surface quality

have significant influence in system dynamics. It is shown that increasing the look-

ahead distance increases the phase lead of system dynamics and increases the damping

of zeros of the open-loop system.

The third section reports off-tracking analysis of single-unit and tractor-semitrailer.

The dynamical models developed under MOU 242 are used to analyze the steady state

. . .
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behavior of the vehicles negotiating a curve of constant radius. It is shown that as

the longitudinal velocity decreases, the steering angle and off-tracking predicted by the

dynamic model approaches the values given by the kinematic model.

The fourth section of this report presents dynamic modeling of generic multi-unit

heavy duty vehicle. An arbitray number of connected trailers and all the possible types

of combination that are currently in use are considered. In the complex simulation

model, translational, bounce, roll, pitch and yaw motion of each unit are incoporated

unless contrained by the hitching mechanism. The coupling of roll and pitch motion is

investigated and the fifth-wheel dynamics is considered. An analytical simplified model

expressed in 2 + N dynamic equations is given, where two equations model the system

planar translational motion and N equations account for the yaw motions of N units.

Conclusions are presented in the last section.
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1 Introduction

In the past, the automatic vehicle control research work for AHS has emphasized

passenger vehicles (Fenton et al., 1991, Shladover et al., 1991, Peng and Tomizuka,

1993). The study of heavy vehicles for AHS applications has, however, gained interest

only recently (Zimmermann et al., 1994, Blosseville et al., 1995, Favre, 1995, Bishel,

1993,  Yanakiev et al., 1995, Chen et al., 1995). The study of lateral guidance of heavy

vehicles is important because of several reasons. In 1993, the share of the highway miles

accounted for by the truck traffic was around 28% (Highway Statistics, 1993). This is

a significant percentage of the total highway miles accounted for by all the vehicles in

the US. According to Motor Vehicles Facts and Figures (1993), California has largest

number of establishments manufacturing truck and truck-trailer combinations in the

U.S. In 1991, the total number of the registered heavy vehicles formed approximately

10% of the national figures. In 1991, 34.3% of highway taxes came from heavy vehicles

and this figure was above the national average of 30.9%. Also, because of several

economic and policy issues, heavy vehicles have the potential of becoming the main

beneficiaries of the automated guidance (Kanellakopoulos and Tomizuka, 1996). The

main reasons are

l On average, a truck travels six times the miles as compared to a passenger ve-

hicle. Possible reduction in the number of drivers will reduce the operating cost

substantially.

l Relative equipment cost for the automation of the heavy vehicles is far less than

the cost of automating the passenger vehicles.

l Automation of the heavy vehicles will have a significant impact on the overall

safety of the automated highway system. Trucking is a tedious job and the

automation will contribute positively to increased safety on highways.

Commercial trucks and buses will gain significant benefit from the AVCS, and may

actually get implemented earlier than the passenger vehicles. Various organizations

have been involved with automatic guidance of the trucks. Renault and the INRETS

in fiance are involved with the study of AHS application to freight transport in fiance
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and associated issues at various levels (including socio-economic) (Blosseville et al.,

1995). In the United States, Ervin (199‘2) tried to identify the domain of research of

IVCS which may be of interest to HV manufacturers . The Heavy Vehicle research in

PATH from the point of view of lateral guidance and longitudinal control (platooning)

has been active since 1993. In the project “Steering and Brake Control of Heavy

Vehicles”, a model of tractor-semitrailer was developed. Several control algorithms

based on linear and nonlinear control methodologies were developed (Chen, 1996). For

details on the accomplishments of this project, refer to MOU 242 final report (Chen,

1997). The work done in this project was mainly theoretical. Some scaled down

experiments were, however, done on the Pontiac 6000 (Hingwe, 1996).

The success of the San-Diego Demonstration of the AHS by NAHSC provided an-

other thrust to emphasize the development of generated AHS technologies for heavy

vehicles. The current project “Lateral Control of Commercial Heavy Vehicles” is aimed

at experimental feasibility analysis of the lateral guidance for heavy vehicles. To this

end, a class 8 truck has been obtained from Freightliner for conducting closed loop stud-

ies. While the instrumentation of the experimental vehicle is in progress, the research

was continued in three related areas during 1996-97.

First, a linear analysis similar to the one done for passenger vehicles (Patwardhan et

al., 1997) was done for tractor-semitrailers. Even though advanced control algorithms

were studied for the lateral guidance of tractor-semitrailer models, the motivation for

the linear analysis came from the need to design a simple controller to be potentially

implemented on the tractor-semitrailer as the first cut. The tractor-semitrailer dy-

namics are heavily dependent on the longitudinal speed, road adhesion and look ahead

distance. To quantify these dependencies, frequency domain, time domain and complex

analysis was done. Based on this analysis, a simple lead compensator has been designed

in the output feedback control system. Closed loop simulations were done with the

designed controller. The simulations show that the lateral displacement at CG and the

trailer end meets the requirement of the maximum allowable lateral displacement.

Secondly, based on the linear model, off-tracking analysis for single unit as well

as tractor-semitrailer has also been accomplished. It is also shown that the dynamic
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model of both the single unit heavy vehicle and a tractor-semitrailer has a kinematic

component embedded in it. As the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle goes to zero,

the steering angle required by the dynamic model for negotiating a curve of constant

radius matches the angle required by the kinematic model.

Finally, the modeling and analysis of the heavy vehicles was another accomplish-

ment of the project. This part of the report presents a method of deriving both complex

simulation model and simplified control model for the general type of multi-unit Heavy

Duty Vehicle system. In the complex model, all the units are three dimesional free body

and allowed translational motion and three rotational motions except as contrained by

different types of hitching mechanisms. In the simple model, only the translational mo-

tion and the yaw motions of each unit are considered. Considering the tasks of these

models, the scope of information expected from each model, range of dynamic charac-

teristics taken into account and the ease of derivations, we applied different methods to

derive each model. Newtonian method is applied to the derivation of complex model.

All the constraint forces and constraint moments are also obtained. In the derivation of

simple control model, we applied Newtonian method to the translational motion of the

whole system and Lagrangian method to the yaw motion of each unit. In both cases,

the interal constraint forces do not appear explicitly in the dynamic equations thus

allowing an analytical expressions of model equations to be used in controller design.

The organization of this report is as follows. The linear analysis for the tractor-

semitrailer is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the off-tracking analysis. The

derivation of the dynamics model of a general Heavy Duty vehicle is presented in section

4. The report is summarized in section 5.



2 Linear Analysis of Tractor Semitrailers*

2.1 Introduction

Automatic Highway System (AHS) technologies have attracted growing attention among

researchers throughout the world in the past several years. In contrast to light pas-

senger vehicles, less attention has been paid to control issues of commercial heavy

vehicles for AHS. For a comprehensive study of the automation in heavy vehicles,

readers is referred to Bishel( 1993),  Chen( 1995), Favre( 1995))  Kanellakopoulos( 1996),

Yanakiev( 1995))  Zimmermann( 1994).

Two types of dynamic models are generally used in the study of lateral control of

heavy-duty vehicles in AHS (Chen, 1995, Chen 1996). The complex simulation model

considers the lateral, yaw and roll motion and the simplified control design model con-

siders the lateral and yaw motion only. Whereas the complex model is significant for

studying characteristic like roll over (which is a dominant concern in heavy vehicles),

the controller design is usually based on the simplified model. In Chen (1996) a non-

linear simplified model of tractor-semitrailer vehicle was derived and controllers based

on LQ and backstepping approaches were designed. The treatment of lateral control of

tractor-semitrailer vehicle in Chen (1996) was largely nonlinear. In this section, a lin-

ear analysis of the tractor-semitrailer model motivated by Guldner (1997) is presented.

In Guldner (1997) it was shown that for a passenger vehicle, a successful design of the

lateral controller has to consider the system dynamics subject to variation of vehicle

speed, road adhesion and look-ahead distance. In this report, we present the time

domain, frequency domain and pole/zero analysis of the linearized tractor-semitrailer

vehicle model (based on the nonlinear steering control model derived in Chen (1996) to

examine the system dynamics along similar lines. Following the analysis, a linear con-

troller is designed. The linear controller is simpler than nonlinear controllers studied

in Chen (1996) though its performance is limited. Because of simplicity, it becomes a

good candidate to be implemented in the experimental demonstration using an actual

tractor-semitrailer vehicle. It may also set a performance standard for the nonlinear

*Graduate Student Researcher Jeng-Yu Wang is the principle author of this section
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controllers. The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we

present the problem description that will include the derivation of the linearized model

for steering control and performance specifications. A detailed analysis of system dy-

namics with varying speed, road adhesion and look ahead distance will be generated

in section 2.3, which will be followed by linear controller design in section 2.4. The

close-loop simulation results will be shown in section 2.5. Conclusions will be presented

in section 5.

2.2 Lateral Control of Tractor-Semitrailer  Vehicles

Lateral control of vehicles for AHS consists of lane following and lane changing maneu-

vers. Emphasis in this report is lane following based on linear control. The controller

must generate a desired steering action based on the tracking error signal obtained

by the road reference/sensing system, which consist of magnet buried in the road and

on-board magnetometers. Linearized model derived in section 2.2.1 is used through

out this study. The performance, robustness, ride comfort requirement and practical

constraints are described in section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Linearized Vehicle Model

The simplified nonlinear control model for tractor-semitrailer vehicles with front wheel

steer in Chen (1996) is based on the following assumptions:

l The roll motion is negligible.

l The longitudinal acceleration 2,. is small.

l The relative yaw angle cr of the tractor with respect to the road center line is

small.

l The relative yaw angle ef between the tractor and semitrailer is small.

l Tire slip angles of the left and the right wheels are the same.

l Tire longitudinal and lateral forces are represented by the linearized tire model



Based on these assumptions, the following simplified model is obtained in Chen (1996)

(1)

where

( >
T

q = Yu 61 Cf (2)

is the generalized coordinate vector,

i

ml +m2 -mz(d1 + d3 COSCf) -rnzdz costf

M= -mz(dl + da cosrf) I,1 + 1~2 f mz(df  + dz) + 2mzdld3  coscf I,2 + m2dz  + m;?dl  d3

-m2d3  cos  cf 1~2 + mz di + m2 dl d3 ~0s cf Iz2 + m24 (3)

is the inertia matrix,

(

(ml + m2)kpril  + rnzd3 sincf(il + if)’

C(q, 4) = -ml(dl  + ds cose~)ku~~  - rnzds sinef&il  - 2mzdlds  sincfilif  - rnzdlds  sintfi:

-mzdysinef&,il  -rnzd3cos~fk~il  +m2dldgsin~fi: (4)

is the vector of the Coriolis and Centrifugal forces,

02

co, + Ca, + ca, hca, - bca,. - (l3 + dl)Ca, -/3ccxt

i hGf - /2Ca, - (13 + dl)C,, l:G, + l;G, + (l3 + dl)2Ca, /3(/3 + dl)Ca,, (5)

43Car /3([3 + dl)Cw 12,C,,

is the damping matrix,

i

0 0 -Gt,

K = C l  0 2(/s+ h)&,

0 0 %ca,

s the potential matrix, and the vector F E R3x1  is

(6)

F  =  2C,, (1 11 O)T (7)

Parameters in the model are defined in Table (1). Notice that this simplified model is

nonlinear. The model can be further linearized by utilizing approximation coscf z 1,

sm cf E tf and neglecting the higher order terms: i.e.

ml +m2 -m2(dl  + d3) -m&3

-mz(dl + da) Izl + Iz2 + mz(dy  + d$)  + 2mzdld3 I=2 + m&  + mzdl&

-w& I22  + mad; + mzdld3 I22 -I- mzdz (8)
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) Symbols 1 Definitions (Simulation Value)

I YU 1 lateral displacement of tractor center of gravity (C.G.)

with respect to unsprung mass coordinate

El yaw angle of the tractor w.r.t. inertia frame
!

Ef relative yaw angle between the tractor and the semitrailer

I ml 1 tractor mass (8440Kg)

m2 semitrailer mass (23472Kg)
I

1 dr,d2 1 relative position between tractor’s C.G. to fifth wheel (3.06m,0.60m  ) (

d3, d4 relative position between semitrailer’s C.G. to fifth wheel (4.20m,  1.20m)

I21 tractor moment of inertia (65734.6Kgm2)

Iz2 semitrailer moment of inertia ( 181565.5Kgm2)

I1 distance between tractor C.G. and front wheel axle (2.59m)

12 distance between tractor C.G. and rear wheel axle (3.29m)

13 distance between joint (fifth wheel) and semitrailer wheel axle (9.65m)

Caf cornering stiffness of tractor front wheel (143330.ON/rad)

Ccw cornering stiffness of tractor rear wheel (143330.0 x 4N/rad)

cat cornering stiffness of semitrailer rear wheel (80312.0 x 4N/rad)

Table 1: Nomenclature of the control model
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C(wd M

(ml + m2)h

= ! I-w(dl + d3)h ( 0  1o)i

-m2dgiu

Note that approximations are not required for other matrices, K, D, and F.

If we choose the state variables as

, the linearized state-space equations becomes:

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

= A,X+B,Sj (15)

This representation will be need for analysis in the following section.

2.2.2 Performance Requirement

The total width of the heavy-duty vehicles including side-mirrors may vary within

2mN2.8m  (AASHTO, 1995). US highway lanes have a width of 3.6m, leaving a worst-

case margin of 0.4m on each side for lane keeping error. Because of the Jacknifing

problem for heavy-duty vehicles, the worst lateral displacement from the road center

line whether in the front or tail of the truck should not exceed this value. Thus a max-

imum error of 0.2m appears reasonable. This error is further subdivided into nominal
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operation and an extreme situations, which include significant simultaneous changes of

road adhesion p and concurrent strong braking/acceleration. Hence a nominal maxi-

mum error of O.lm and an extreme maximum error of 0.2m are used as performance

requirements in this study.

The time derivative of the acceleration, called jerk, effects the comfort level of

riders. A continuous steady state acceleration up to 0.3-0.4g  can be comfortably

counteracted by humans. Also, accelerations in the 5-10 Hz frequency range can

excite the human’s internal body resonances. Excitation of these resonances makes

the rider uncomfortable. Hence the accelerations in this frequency range should be

attenuated.

2.2.3 Practical Constraints

A practical constraint relating to both the tracking performance and the rider comfort

is due to random inputs. Randomness may be introduced by system noise. So the

white sensor noise, no frequency above approximate 0.1-0.5  Hz should be amplified

extraordinarily in the path to lateral acceleration at sensor ji,. The road adhesion

~1 is assumed unknown within its range of uncertainty. The physical upper bound is

p = 1 for dry road with a good surface and empirical data of various studies suggests

P = 0.5 for wet (slippery) road. Hence a set of “normal” road is defined for this study

as 0.5 5 p 5 1 for wet and better road.

The steering actuator dynamics is another implementational design constrains.

Implementation without major constructional modification of currently used steering

mechanisms limits the available actuator bandwidth. The actuator bandwidth is also

subject to uncertainty due to variant operation conditions like temperature and com-

mand amplitude. Compared with a human driver (below 1Hz) and the car dynamics

(about lHz), the bandwidth limitations constitute a serious factor which may limit the

performance of the controller. With the above performance criteria in mind, analysis

of the tractor-semitrailer vehicle is presented in the next subsection.
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2.3 Analysis of the Linearized Vehicle Model

In this section, we choose various linear analysis methods to examine the system (ve-

hicles) dynamics. These include time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis and

pole-zero analysis. Based on these analysis, a linear controller will be designed.

2.3.1 Converting State Space to Transfer Functions

Recall equation (15) and consider the following decomposition :

A, =

and

(16)

(17)

where AlI, A12, A21, A22 are 2 x 2, 2 x 4, 4 x 2, 4 x 4 matrices respectively and Bi, Bz
are 2 x 1, 4 x 1 matrices. The state equation (15) can be divided into two subsystems:

d YU

0 i
- -411 Y/u

iii E1 -
El

+ A12

+ -422 + B26j (1%
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Further, because the first two columns of K are zeros, Al1 = O2x2  and Aal = 04”.
This implies

Therefore, the transfer function from Sf to au is

B2 (1)

f32 (2) I 6,
h(3)

B2 (4)

Vu(s) = A22(2)(~1- AZ)-% + B2(2)

If we define

cl= 0 0 1 0
( )

the transfer function from bf to ii can be obtained as follows :

V&(s) = C&I - A&B2

And the transfer function from Sf to i; is

w(s) = &?(3)(sI - &2)-h + h(3)

Note

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24

(25)

VCG = ~& + &ju (26)

* WG = (& - &il)iu + (jiu + &i,)j, (27)

where i, and j, are unsprung mass coordinates which have same orientation as the

tractor. Therefore, the lateral acceleration at CG is



Denoting 5, as w, the transfer function from bf to aCG is obtained as :

vCG(S)  = vu(s) + vwds) (29)

If we consider the sensor location which is ds ahead of CG, the velocity vS is given by

VS = &A + (jl, + d,il)j, (30)

==+- as = (& - ?j,il - d&i, + (& + &il + d,i’l)j, (31)

so the lateral acceleration at sensor is given by

. .
YS = ji, + i,il + d,& (32)

= fiCG + d,& (33)

In equation (33), the lateral acceleration ji, comprises lateral acceleration at CG and

yaw acceleration i’i scaled by look-ahead distance d,. The transfer function from 6, to

es is thus

V,(s) = VCG(s) + dsW(s) (34)

2.3.2 Time Domain Analysis

Based on the transfer functions shown in section 2.3.1, a set of illustrative step responses

using steering input of Sj = 0.01 rad with zero initial conditions is shown in Fig. 1.

Note that the actuator dynamics have not been included. The upper two plots show the

dependency of the lateral acceleration T&G(t) on speed v and road adhesion p. As we

can see, the initial lateral acceleration at CG ($cG(O))  is speed independent but varies

linearly in road adhesion pu. The steady-state lateral acceleration at CG (iCG(CQ))  is

both speed and p dependent. At low speeds (u < 12m/s), the initial lateral acceleration

at CG is larger than the steady state lateral acceleration, which features a transient

without overshoot and oscillation. On the other hand, for high speeds (U > 12m/s), the

initial lateral acceleration at CG is smaller than the steady state lateral acceleration

and the transient is subject to increasing overshoot and oscillatory behavior. The lower

two plots depict the dependency of yaw rate <r(t) on speed and road adhesion. Note

12



steady state yaw rate ii increases significantly from v=lOm/s  to v=20m/s  but’

only slightly from there on for higher speeds. However it depends almost linearly on

road adhesion ,LL. Also, for increasing speed and degrading road quality, yaw rate step

response tends to overshoot and oscillate, even more than lateral acceleration.

2.3.3 Frequency Domain Analysis

In this section, we continue the analysis but using bode diagram (frequency domain

analysis). Fig. 2 shows the bode diagrams of the lateral vehicle dynamics VCG(S)  in

equation (29). The left diagram illustrates the dependency of VCG(S)  on driving speed

r~ for the range lOm/s to 40m/s  on a dry road with good surface p = 1. Note the

lateral acceleration transfer function VCG(S)  have notch characteristics with a distinct

natural mode around 0.1~2Hz. At low speed, the steady-state gain Vc~(0) is less

than high frequency gain &G(W).  The overall gain increase from V&(O) to VCG(KJ)
for ZI 2 1277-2/s  provides phase lead in the range of the natural mode and leads to

the step response with initial values ?&G(O)  exceeding steady-state $CG(oO) (Recall

Fig. 1). For increasing speed, the steady state gain Vc~(0) increases strongly with

speed u while high frequency gain VCG(W) remains constant. Increasing w higher than

12m/s, the gain drop from Vc~(0) to V&(W) results in significant phase lag in the

range of 0.01~2Hz. Also note at high speed, the natural modes is accompanied by

a gain “undershoot” around 0.5~3Hz (even double for higher speed). This hints a

dominant and poorly damped zero-pair. The right diagram depicts variation of road

adhesion from wet road p = 0.5 to dry and good road p = 1.0 at speed w=4Om/s.

Note decreasing p decreases the gain [VCG(~LJ) 1 for all frequencies (which is visible in

the step response in Fig. 1 (upper right plot)) and also decreases the frequency of the

natural mode.

A set of bode diagrams for yaw acceleration transfer function W(s) in equation

(25) is shown in Fig. 3. Compared with VCG(S), yaw acceleration has differentiating

characteristics at low frequency with associated phase lead up to corner frequency

w,. The gain in the low frequency region depends linearly on speed v, whereas the

high frequency gain is speed independent (left upper plot). The natural mode is less

13



markable in W(s) than VCG(S), hinting that the zero-pair in lateral acceleration rather

than the pole-pair causes the gain undershoot in the 0.5~3Hz rigion of VCG(S)  because

W(s) and VCG(S) share the same denominator.

If viewed at sensor location S, the lateral vehicle acceleration has an embedded

additional yaw acceleration component (recall equation (34)). Figure 4 shows the bode

diagrams for the lateral acceleration at sensor V,(s)  for varying speed u and look-ahead

distance d,. Note V,(s)  is linear combination of VCG(S)  and W(s) (equation (34)). In

the low frequency region, the magnitude of V&(S) exceeds that of W(s), which leads

to dominance of VCG in V,(s). That explains the similar low frequency gain of V,(s)
(The left diagram) and of VCG. The steady-state gain, V,(O) is strongly dependent on

speed w while the high frequency gain Vs(oo)  is velocity independent. Although the

high frequency gain Vs(oc)) is velocity independent, it varies linearly with look-ahead

distance d, (The right diagram). Phase lag in the range of O.OlwlHz  increases for

increasing speed with fixed d, = 2m. Conversely, increasing d, will decrease phase

lag and eventually provide phase lead even at high speed. The phase lag around the

natural mode has significant consequence for control design.

2.3.4 Pole-Zero Analysis

The pole-zero analysis of the vehicle dynamics V&(s) reveals the controller design

from a different point of view. The frequency domain analysis in the previous section

indicated the gain “undershoot” for 0.5~3Hz hints a dominant and poorly damped

zero-pair. This can be studied in more detail in Fig. 5. Increasing speed o, we can

see both the poles (the right plot) and zeros (the left plot) approach the imaginary

axis, leading to respective poor damping, with the zeros having less damping than the

associated pole-pair.

Figure 6 shows pole and zero location of VCG(S)  for variation of road adhesion CL. As

decreasing p, poles and zeros further approach the imaginary axis in a uniform manner.

This results even lower damping of both the pole-pairs and zero-pairs. It coincides

with that to control orientation of the car in slip road is difficult. The description of

damping associated with the zero and pole pairs of VCG(S)  is emphasized in Fig. 7.
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Damping D, of the pole-pairs (upper two plots) is contrasted with damping D, of the

zero-pairs (lower two plots). Apparently, the zero-pair damping D, is smaller than the

pole-pair damping D,. The zero-pair damping D, decreases sharply with increasing

speed to value as low as 0.4 for w = 20m/s  and further to 0.23 for v = 40m/s on

any road surface. Damping of the poles, on the other hand, drops steadily with speed

U. Deteriorating road adhesion p further decreases D, for any speed. Note in a close

loop system, the pole-pair is inevitably attracted to the zero-pair which leads to even

more poor damping. Since these poles dominate other vehicle transfer function (like

V,(s) and vehicle yaw rate WI(S)), poor comfort results. However, damping associated

with the zero-pairs of the lateral acceleration transfer function V, at sensor location

S increases with look-ahead distance d,. Figure 8 shows an example at high speed

v=30m/s  on a good road. The damping increases dramatically with increases of d, up

to about 8m. For even larger d,, the further damping increase is less significant. As

we can see, the poor damping of zero-pairs of V, for look-down reference system is one

of the major obstacles towards automatic steering control.

2.4 Controller Design

This subsection is devoted to the investigation of a possible PID controller design. The

block diagram in Fig. 9 shows the double integrator is to be controlled via the lateral

acceleration is, based on displacement measurement Ays, and with input $.,J. The

open loop characteristic G(s), obtained by combining controller C(s) and vehicle lateral

acceleration V,(s) (here again, the actuator dynamics are neglected) is written as

G(s)  = C(s)vS(s) (35)

and constitutes the “control” for the “plant”($). The closed loop input-output rela-

tionship between road curvature pref and lateral displacement Ays is :

Ays =
s2 +G(s)~‘-~~ (36)

= H(+%-ef (37)

Instead of isolated design of the controller C(s), the vehicle dynamic V,(s) is now

included in the design of G(s) to control the double integer. Here we use the dual-role
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concept in Guldner (1997). First, an appropriate G(s) is designed, taking in account all

practical requirements and constraints on closed-loop H(s). Then G(s) is realized via

concurrent design of vehicle dynamics V,(s)  and controller C(s). In the second step,

V,(s) and C(s) play complementary roles and may be regarded dual to each other.

The combined “controller” G(s) should be designed for closed-loop H(s) to fulfill the

performance requirement discussed in subsection 2.2.2, in particular with respect to

maximum lateral displacement, damping for ride comfort, and robustness with respect

to road adhesion p. Furthermore, controller roll-off to prevent excitation of actuator

dynamics is required.

Note that there exists several constraints to the design of the controller. First, the

controller C(s) should avoid excessive phase lead in the vicinity of actuator dynamics

since this could cause the actuator to saturate, with consequent harmful and possibly

unstable limit cycles. Second, higher controller gain at high frequencies are extremely

undesirable because it amplifies the noise in measurement Ays, leading to poor comfort

and also to high wear of mechanical parts in the steering mechanism. Third, the phase

lead region of the controller has to sustain for a significant frequency range since the

nature mode changes with variation of ,x. And this will deprive the necessary room for

designing a robust controller C(s).

The double integrator has to be stabilized by G(s via lead compensator with ap-)

proximately 50” phase lead at cross-over for appropriate damping. The simplest lin-

ear solution is a PIDT structure for G(s). The proportional gain P is the essential

part to meet the design requirement. The integral I-term might be necessary to meet

steady-state requirement but should not introduce excessive phase lag in the vicinity

of cross-over. The differential term D is a lead compensator to provide sufficient phase

margin. And T is the low-pass filter for roll-off. In addition to vehicle dynamics Vs(s),

controller C(s) may also provide phase lead for stabilization. The interchangeability of

the roles of V,(s)  and C(s in G(s) is discussed in two cases:)

l Case A: Choose look-ahead distance d, such that Ifs(s)  contributes sufficient phase

lead of G(s) for the range 0.5 5 p 5 1. Then C(s) is chosen with P-type to match

the phase lead region of Vs(s) with the cross-over region for the plant.
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l Case B: Look-ahead distance d, is chosen such that V,(S)  contributes no or lit-

tle overall phase lag/lead to G(s) and is approximately P-type transfer function

for the range 0.5 5 p 5 1. C(s) is then chosen with a lead compensator to

provide sufficient phase lead to G(s) for stabilization of (1/s2),  according to the

performance requirements.

Intermediate solutions can include sharing phase lead requirements between V,(s) and

C(s)*

Case A using “natural” phase lead in Vs(s)  by appropriate selection of d, offers

straight forward control design at the price of a pre-determined cross-over frequency

and hence pre-determined system bandwidth and also generally leads to a higher noise

level in the lateral displacement measurement AyS. Only two control parameters, d,

and P-gain, have to be selected for robustness with respect to the range 0.5 2 p 5 1,

possibly gain scheduled with velocity o. Case B, on the other hand, provides flexibility

in choosing cross-over, but requires more involved higher order control design which

may require excessive actuator bandwidth.

For studying the respective merits of the different approaches, see the bode dia-

gram in Fig. 10. The left diagram (case A) shows an example for w=40m/s,  d, = 16m

(resulting in a minimum phase lead of 30”),  ~1 = 1 (solid line), ~2 = 0.5 (dashed

line), with P-control C(s)=O.O&  Inherent “almost” satisfaction of performance and ro-

bustness requirement are attributed to the steering designed to accommodate human

driving behavior. In fact it can be argued that case A resembles the steering charac-

teristics of a concentrated human driver. The right diagram (case B) shows similar

situation as above with d, = 8m and C(s) = 0.08~:~~~~~: where C(s) is a lead compen-

sator providing 50’ to 60° phase lead consistently over the necessary frequency range.

The above analysis points out the crucial trade-off in automatic steering control design

(large look-ahead with large measurement error or look-down system with higher order

controller design).
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2.5 Simulation Results

In this subsection, we choose case B as our designed controller. the simulation scenario

is shown in Fig. 11. The tractor-semitrailer vehicle travels along a straight roadway

with zero initial displacement and enters a curved section with a radius of curvature of

80Om at time t=5 set and leave at t=12 sec. The closed-loop response, shown in Fig.

12, is of using the lead compensator C(s) = 0.08,,,,,,+,.0.853s+1 The solid line shows test

constant velocity 28m/s  which is maximum allowed speed in the Highway. The dashed

line is test for low speed lOm/s. Apparently the low test speed has smooth steering

angle, less lateral displacement at sensor and CG, but comparatively larger lateral

displacement at the trailer end than at high speed. Also at low speed the response

shows that the yaw angle relative to the road is larger. Now increase the gain of the

controller to 0.2. The closed-loop response is shown in Fig. 13. Note there are some

fluctuation of steering angle when the vehicle enters and leaves the curve road. The

lateral displacement at CG and sensor are proportionally decreased while it doesn’t

change much of the lateral displacement of the trailer and the relative yaw angle. The

articulation angle are almost the same as the one using lower gain controller.
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Fig. 1: Step response of j;,,(t) and yaw rate 4(t) for varying v and p
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Fig. 3: Bode plot for yaw acceleration dynamics W(s) for varying speed v
and road adhesion p
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3 Off-tracking in Single Unit Heavy Vehicles

and Tractor Semitrailers:

3.1 Introduction

Off-tracking is the maximal difference in the trace of the vehicle wheels measured from

the center of the turning radius. Off-tracking of articulated and single unit vehicles with

long wheel bases have been studied for a long time. Society for Automotive Engineers

(SAE) was the first to standardize the off-tracking formula (SAE Handbook, 1964).

Western Highway Institute (WHI) presented new formulae for computing off-tracking

and were adopted as an industry standard (WHI report, 1970). Much of this analysis

was kinematic or empirical. However, off-tracking analysis from the dynamic model of

the vehicles was first presented by Bernard and Vanderploeg (1984). In this report,

the off-tracking is analyzed along similar lines. The dynamic model of the single unit

derived in Hingwe and Tomizuka (1997) is used for off-tracking in single unit vehicles

with long wheel base. Also, the dynamic model derived in Chen (1996) is used to derive

the off-tracking in tractor-semitrailer vehicles. First, the dynamical equations of the

linearized (simplified) model are presented. Then, a steady state constraint is imposed

on this model. The relative yaw between the vehicle and the road given by imposing

this constraint gives the value of off-tracking.

The rest of the report is derived in two subsections. In the first subsection the

dynamic model and the steady state analysis for a single unit vehicle is presented. In

the second subsection, the results are extended to tractor semitrailers.

$Graduate  Student Researcher Pushkar Hingwe is the principle author of this section.
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3.2 Dynamic Model of Single Unit Vehicles

The dynamical equations of the single unit vehicle are given by

2(C,f(112  - hd,)  + Ca,(h2  + Jzds)) . a(ca,l; + GJZ”)-
I&i G- - I,? id

where

yS = distance of the front end of the vehicle from the center of gravity (see Fig.14).

t, = the relative orientation of the vehicle with respect to the road.

li = Component of the velocity of the center of mass along the longitudinal principle

axis m/s,

Ii = Longitudinal distance of the front axle from the center of gravity in m ,

12 = Longitudinal distance of the rear axle from the center of gravity in m,

b = steering angle in rad.

Cu, = Cornering stiffness of the rear tires in KN/rad,

C,, = Cornering stiffness of the front tires in KN/rad  and

41 = 2Gf(& + y,,

42 = 2C,,($ - y,.

The pictorial representation of this model is shown in Fig. 14.

3.3 Steady operation on a curve

In this section, the steady state steering angle when the vehicle is on a curve of curvature

p is examined. In the steady state on a curve,

l tjs=o .

0 i,=o .
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Figure 14: Geometric parameters of the bicycle model

Applying these to equations (38) and (39), we get

(41 + 42)E, + ‘2z2 - “” - ii2 id + 4,s = 025 (40)
(G,4 - ~2GJ E

I, r

_ GfG  + WaJ id + wa, b = ()

I,& I,
(41)

Furthermore, it is assumed that id = kp. This assumption reduces equations (40)  and

(41) to

(41 + 42)G + (42/2 - 4111 - k2)p + 416 =  0 (42)

G&l  - ~2%) E

I,
P
_ v& + WcrJ  p + wa,

I2
7s=o (43)

z

For sufficiently small longitudinal velocity,

k2 << I452/2 - dd11

Therefore, the term k2p in equation (42) can be neglected. Solving (42) and (43) for 6

and E,, we get the steady state value of 6 (given by a) and cr (given by 7) as

J = (11 + 22)p

and

s;r = -12p (44
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If 5 is not assumed small, the solving equations (42) and (43) for S and E, gives the

steady state value of S, (z) and err (G) as

(45)
and

m
q- = -12p + - 11

ca, (Zl + 12)  i2p (46)

It can be seen that the steady state steering angle given by simplified dynamic model is

a perturbation on the kinematic steering angle. It is interesting to note that as 2 -+ 0,

the steady state steering angle and the relative yaw reduce to the kinematic value.

Therefore it can be said that the dynamic model is a perturbation on the kinematic

model. In a kinematic model, if the vehicle is to follow any planar trajectory, then the

steering angle required to follow that trajectory is given by the wheel-base, (II + 12),

and the instantaneous curvature, p, at the point of interest. In a kinematic model,

there are no transients. It is therefore sufficient to compare the dynamic and the

kinematic model in steady state to conclude that the kinematic model is embedded

in the dynamic model. This has important implication towards the control design.

Controllers designed on the dynamic model of the vehicle are therefore valid for all

range of the longitudinal velocities. This eliminates the need to design “kinematic

controllers” at low speeds. Depending on the value of the term mC,fC,,~11+12~G41-~2wg in (45)

as compared to (Zr + 12),  the dynamic component of the steering may be small or large

compared to the kinematic component. In practice, for speeds less than highway speeds,

the kinematic component is dominant. If a controller designed on the kinematic model

is robust to the dynamic perturbation, then the controller will work for longitudinal

velocities which are large.

Another usefulness of this analysis is its application in the calculation of offtracking.

The relative yaw angle given by equation (44) can be directly used for this purpose.

Off-tracking 0, using equation (44) is given as

0 = qz1 + l2) (47)

For typical values of the parameters in equation (46) (see Table 2) and for the right

curve of 800 m radius, Fig. 15 shows the extent of off tracking expected. For velocities
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Figure 15: Offtracking value for a typical single unit heavy vehicle

higher than 20 m/s, the offtracking is greater than .5 meters for Ca, = 4OO,OOON/rad.

Caution, however, has to be applied while judging this numerical value because it is

dependent on the cornering stiffness. For vehicles with more number of tires at the

rear axle, the effective cornering stiffness will increase, decreasing the offtracking as

shown in Fig. 15

Similar results hold true for the tractor-semitrailer as well. In the next section, the

steady state operation of a tractor semi-trailer is examined.

3.4 Dynamic Model of a Tractor-semitrailer

The dynamical equations in this section are borrowed from Chen (1997). Simplifying

assumptions are stated in Chen (1997, pp. 146). Under these assumptions, the model

is given by

M@r + @(qn $r-, id, i’d) = FJ
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Parameter symbol Description

m Mass of the sprung mass

11 distance between the front wheel

Value

15,000 kg

12

c a?

P

and the center of gravity of the sprung mass 3.9 m

distance between the rear wheel

and the center of gravity of the sprung mass 2.6 m

Cornering stiffness of the rear tires 400,000 to 12OO,OOON/rad

Curvature of the curve described by the

center of gravity of the vehicle l/800 l/m

Table 2: Parameters of a commercial bus

where qr = [Y,, G-, ~f]~ gives the states of the system, F = Car[l, 21,  OIT,

:

ml+m2 -m.(dl + &) -m&

hf = -ma(dl  + d3) 1~ + Iz2 + rnz(dT  + dg) + 2mzdld3 1,~ + m&

-m& IA + m& + w&d3 I22 + m&z

a1 = $x, + c*, + C,,)(jl,  - G) + (llC,, - l2G, - (l3 + d1)G,)(~r + 4

- 2c,,cf  + m2d3 sin ~j (i,. + id + ij)2 + (ml + %)%d - m:!(dl + d3 cos Ef)i’d

@2 = ~((G, - l2Ccxr  - (13 + d&“a,)($, - +r)

+ (@,, + @&p + (l3 + d1)2G,)(ir  + id)

+ /3(/3  + dl)C,,Ej)  + 2(h + dl)Coltcj - m2d3 sin ~f(& - &G)(& + id)

- 2m2dld3 sin cf(& + id)if - madId sin t/i! - ma(dl + d3 cos ef)ciid

+ (IA + Iz2 + m&T + m& + 2m2dl& cos et)&

Q3 = ~(-~3C&- - %) + /3(/3 + dl)C,,(i,  + id) + @&,ij)

+ madssin  ef(i,. + id)2 + 2/3CCYtcf  - m2d3Sinef(&. - cic,.)((&  +  i d )

- rn2d3 cos ej$id i- (1,~ + rnzdg + madId cos cj)i’d (48)

Various states and parameters associated with the tractor-semitrailer model are given
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Figure 16: States and geometric parameters of the tractor-semitrailer model

in Fig.16. ml and m2 are the mass of the tractor and the mass of semitrailer re-

spectively. 1,r and I22 are the moments of inertia of the tractor and the semitrailer

respectively. C,, ,C,, and C,, are the cornering stiffnesses of the front tires of the

tractor, rear tires of the tractor and tires of the trailer respectively. The steady state

behavior of this model on a curve of curvature p is now examined.

3.5 Steady operation on a curve

In steady  state on a curve of curvature p, & = 0, i, = 0, if = 0 and id X irp Z lip.

After neglecting higher order terms involving the relative yaw and the square of the

road yaw rate, the simplified dynamic model at steady state on a curve is given by

:

(Gf + ccl, + Grt> cat llCcx, Er

(hCaf  - l2Ccxr  - (i3  + d&L,) -(/3 + W&t ~lCo, ~j

13Ccyt 13Ccxt 0 II 1
s

=

I

(Gxf - l2GY, - (b + dl)C,,)p + (ml + m2P2p

(ZfCaf + l,“G+ + (23 + dl)2G,)p - mz(dl + &)k2p

-h(k  + 4)Ca,p + m2&i2p I

(49)

The solution to the equation (49) gives the steady state values of err cf and S. Let

these be represented by 7,., of and 3 respectively. After some algebra, we get

&=--zzp+-
c,, (11 + i2) i2p

(50)
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Figure 17: Relative yaw of the tractor and the semitrailer

as the steady steady-state yaw of the tractor relative to the road. The relative yaw of

the trailer with respect to the road is given by E, + ~j. The steady state value of the

yaw of the trailer relative to the road is given by

p (51)

For parameter values of tractor semitrailer given Table 1, Fig. 17 shows the relative yaw

of the tractor and the trailer with respective to the road. The curve has a positiveradius

of 800 m, i.e., id is positive for positive longitudinal velocity 5. Note that for small

velocities, the tractor and trailer are inside the curve. For high velocities, however, the

tractor a.nd the trailer get flung towards the outside.

The second part of the steady state analysis is the steering angle. The steering

angle necessary to achieve steady state on the curve is given by

J = (11 + I2)p

1 ccJ2 - ccr,4

+ m1 C*,C,,(ll  + l2) k2p1
+ m2 (13  - d 3 )

13 [

cc+ (4 + 12) - G, (4 - 4)

G&r,  (4 + 12) 1 iT2p (52)
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From (521,  it can be seen that the steering angle required for negotiating a curve of

curvature p is a sum of a kinematic component ((II + lz)p) and a dynamic component

(the coefficient of k2 in (52)). It is interesting that the kinematic component of the

steady state steering angle required by a tractor-semitrailer is the same as the kine-

matic component of the steady state steering angle required by a single unit vehicle.

Moreover, the dynamic perturbation of the steering angle has two separate compo-

nents. The term ml m1 i2p  is a function of the parameters of the tractor

and is the same as the dynamic component of the steady state steering angle of a single

unit vehicle. The second term m2
]

ri2p is dependent only

on the trailer mass and on the tractor and the trailer parameters. The relative yaw of

the trailer is similarly dependent only on the trailer parameters. Another interesting

observation is that the steady state relative yaw of the tractor given by (50) is the

same as that of a single unit vehicle. It is not influenced by the presence of the trailer.

As in the case of single unit vehicles, in the limit i + 0, the steering angle and the

relative yaw angles of the tractor and the semitrailer approach the kinematic values.

Off-tracking analysis of the tractor semitrailer utilizes (50) and (51). The off-

tracking, 0, is given by

0 = Wl + 4) + (s, + q)Z3 (53)

In Fig. 19, this value corresponds to Of + 0,. It is clear that for long vehicles, this

does not give the difference betwen the inner tire trace and the outer tire trace. In

such cases the offtracking is given by &j + Q,.. Because the road geometry is known,

this value is computable. The offtracking values for the vehicle parameters given in

Chen (1996) are shown in Fig.18

3.6 Summary

In the limit & + 0, the steady state value of the steering angle is exactly the same as

given by a kinematic model of the vehicle. Thus, we can conclude that the behavior of

the dynamical model approaches the kinematic model in the limit 2 + 0. It is, then, of

interest to treat the dynamical model as a perturbation on the kinematic model. The
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Figure 18: Offtracking value for a tractor semitrailer

Figure 19: Offtracking scena,rio  for a tractor semitrailer
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stability of control algorithms that are designed for a kinematic model can then be

verified for robustness to such perturbations. Alternately, the expressions for steady

state relative yaw and the steering angle of a single-unit vehicle can be utilized to

compensate the steering angle given by a kinematic design for the perturbations due

to dynamical terms. Similar conclusion can be made from the analysis of the steady

state behavior of the dynamical model of tractor-semitrailer. What is interesting to

note is that the tractor’s yaw relative to the road is the same as the relative yaw of

a single unit vehicle. The steering angle required by the truck-semitrailer differs from

the steering angle required by the single-unit vehicle by a term dependent on the mass

of the trailer.

The control implications of the steady state results of this report are

l The yaw error E,. is not zero in general while negotiating a curve. Therefore, it

will be unrealistic for the controller to demand that the yaw error go to zero.

l Significant portion of the steering effort is kinematic and this term is independent

of the cornering stiffness or the vehicle velocity.

l Non zero yaw error is the source of steady state off-tracking. The expressions

derived in this report can be used to compensate for the off-tracking.
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4 Dynamic Modeling of Multi-Unit Heavy Ve-

hiclei

4.1 Introduction

A commercial heavy duty vehicle combination (road train) is defined as a tractor

unit and an arbitrary number of trailers. The most commonly used types of trains

are: tractor-semitrailer (two unit), truck-trailer (three units) and tractor-semitrailer-

semitrailer (doubles, four units). Economic considerations result in a very wide ap-

plication of articulated vehicles currently. Considering the ever increasing density of

highway traffic and the relatively high average transport velocities, the safety of com-

mercial vehicle combinations should be considered an important subject.

A good deal of the safety of road vehicles depends on their dynamic performance.

Vehicle dynamic performance has been investigated taking into consideration the fol-

lowing features: directional performance (Bernard, 1971),  roll dynamics (Dugoff  et al.,

1967, Ervin et al., 1979, Gillespie et al., 1978, Kemp et al., 1978),  braking performance

and combined directional and braking performance (Adams et al., 1977, Ellis et al.

1976, Lam et al. 1979, North et al., 1967). Some experimental results (Eshleman et

al. 1973, Genbom et al., 1977, Winkeler et al., 1978) are also reported.

The lateral dynamics of road trains is more involved than single unit vehicles be-

cause of the increased number of interacting units. The resulting mathematical model,

simulations a.nd experiments are more complex. For example, road trains exhibit fea-

tures such as jackknifing (Keller, 1973, Walsh et al., 1973, Susemihl et al. 1974, Mikul-

cik, 1968),  trailer swing and trailer lateral oscillation (Segel, 1958) that are not part

of the dynamics of single unit. At high vehicle velocity, articulated vehicles tend to

have pronounced yaw causing large amplitudes of trailer oscillations. The truck-trailer

combination is more prone to lateral oscillations than is the tractor-semitrailer units.

There are mainly two types of dynamic models associated with Heavy Duty Vehicle

(HDV) that appear. Mikulcik (1968)) using Newtonian mechanics, derived the most

t Graduate student researcher Meihua Tai is the principle author of this section.
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complete complex model for tractor-semitrailer. In his model, the tractor and semi-

trailer are three dimensional objects and both are allowed to translate, pitch, yaw and

roll except as constrained by a fifth-wheel type hitch. A linear model is then derived un-

der small angle assumptions on roll, pitch and yaw motions. On the other hand, Chen

(1996))  used Lagrangian mechanics to derive a five degree of freedom (translational

motion, yaw motions of the tractor and semitrailer, and roll motion of the tractor)

complex model for the tractor-semitrailer. The use of Lagrangian method eliminated

all holonomic constraint forces between tractor and semitrailer. Furthermore, a linear

and nonlinear simplified model is derived by ignoring the tractor roll dynamics and

assuming a constant longitudinal velocity.

Recently, X. Tong, B. Tabarrok and M. El-Gindy (1995) derived a computer sim-

ulation model for different axe1 configurations of Canadian logging trucks (tractor-

semitrailer type) taking into account the effect of different hitching methods between

the leading unit and the trailing unit. The model not only considered the pitch and

roll motions of the sprung mass but also the roll and bounce motions of the unsprung

mass (wheels and axels). Subhash Rakheha, et al., (1995) studied the infulence of

articulation damping on the yaw and lateral dynamics of tractor-semitrailer. A kine-

matics analysis of the dampers, mounted externally to the articulation mechanisim

is performed to derive the lateral damping forces and yaw damping moments acting

on the sprung masses. The equations of motion of a tractor-semitrailer model are

incorporated with the nonlinear force characteristics of tyres and articulation damper.

Most of the literature in analytical modeling of the road trains has addressed two

units vehicles only. Therefore, the development of the dynamic model of a general

multi-unit road train becomes important. This part of the report presents a method

of deriving complex simulation model and simplified control model of a general class

of multi-unit HDV system. In the complex model, all units are three dimensional

free bodies and are allowed to have translational motions and three rotational mo-

tions except as constrained by different types of hitching mechanisms. In the simple

model, only the translational motion and the yaw motions of each unit are considered.

Considering the roles of these models, the scope of information expected from each
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model, the range of dynamic characteristics taken into account and the relative ease of

derivation, we apply different methods to derive part or all of the dynamic equations of

each model. A method employing Newtonian mechanics is applied to the derivation of

the complex model. All of the constraint forces and constraint moments are obtained.

In the derivation of the simplified control model, we apply the Newtonian method to

the translational motion of the whole system and the Lagrangian method to the yaw

motion of each unit. In both cases, internal constraint forces do not appear in the

dynamic equations. The analytical expression of the model thus obtained is directly

useful for control design.

4.2 Nomenclature

Note: Superscript of the capital letter means the index of the unit; superscript of the

lower case letter indicates the power of the quantity; the index of the lower case letter

is shown in subscript

4.2.1 Vehicle Parameters

Vehicle parameters used in this report are defined below. For further clarification, see

Fig. 20

A4.0 Mass of the ith unitt-

&.:,, I;, ) I;, : Inertia tensor components of the ith unit

lfi: Distance from the center of gravity of the ith unit to the front wheel of the ith unit;

if there is no front wheel, then set to zero

&.i: Distance from the center of gravity to the rear wheel

dfi: Distance from the center of gravity to the front joint; for i = 0 (tractor), set to

zero

d,i: Distance from the center of gravity to the rear joint; for i = N (the last unit), set

to zero

.Z,$: Height of the center of gravity from ground

Z’j: Height of the front suspension from ground

Zj: Height of the rear suspension from ground
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C;: Height of the front articulation joint from ground

C:: Height of the rear articulation joint from ground

TLr: Front wheel width

T&E Rear wheel width

pi: Longitudinal coordinate of the ith unit pitch center from the center of gravity of

the ith unit

r;: Vertical coordinate of the ith unit roll center from the center of gravity of the ith

unit

Nj:, Number of wheels in each side of the front axle

N;: Number of wheels in each side of the rear axle

I< l>, K2>, Dl), Da>, LIMj: Front suspension coefficients

Ii’l:, K2;, Olt, 026, LIM:: Rear suspension coefficients

ILf: Front wheel inertia

I&: Rear wheel inertia

R&I Front wheel radius

Ri,: Rear wheel radius

IP Ix-f,:Zf ’ Front and rear wheel vertical stiffness coefficients

MD>, GD;, SN40): Front wheel and road interaction coefficients

MD:, GD:, SN40$ Rear wheel and road interaction coefficients

CLf, CL,: Front and rear wheel cornering stiffness

Cif, Cir: Front and rear wheel longitudinal stiffness

oif: Front wheel slip angle

a;,: Rear wheel slip angle

Xif: Front wheel slip ratio

A;,: Rear wheel slip ratio

Kiyaw: Spring coefficient of the fifth wheel connection between the (i - l)th unit and

the ith unit

Dkaw: Damping coefficient of the fifth wheel connection between the (i - l)th unit and

the ith unit

C&): Coulomb friction coefficient of the fifth wheel connection between the (i - 1)1”
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Figure 20: Typical Heavy Duty Vehicle Configuration

unit and the ith unit

4.2.2 Kinematic Quantities

I”~,z: Transformation matrix from coordinate system 1 to coordinate system 2

4;: Roll angle of the ith unit about the x axis of its sprung mass coordinate system(Si-

frame)

8;: Pitch angle of the ith unit about the y axis of its sprung mass coordinate system

ti: Yaw angle of the ith unit about the z axis of its unsprung mass coordinate system(U;-

frame)

Op;:  Pitch angle of the ith unit about the y axis of its previous unit sprung mass coor-

dinate system (S;-l-frame), it is an actual pitch motion of the fifth wheel connecting

the ith unit to the (i - l)th unit

di,b;,ii,hp;: R  1 1  to ra e, pitch rate, yaw rate and actual pitch rate

Ji,G;,Zi,8p;  : Accc erations of roll, pitch, yaw and actual pitch motions1

‘u,: Tractor unsprung mass longitudinal velocity in Ul-frame

6,: Time derivative of w,

oy: Tractor unsprung mass lateral velocity in UI-frame

ti,: Time derivative of vY

zn, Yin: Tractor unsprung mass displacements in the x and y direction of the fixed in-
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ertial coordinate system(n-frame)

x?L, j&x: Tractor unsprung mass velocities in the x and y direction of the fixed inertial

coordinate system

2 12, in: Tractor unsprung mass accelerations in the IC and y direction of the fixed iner-

tial coordinate system

v’,;: Velocity of the U;-frame

&i: Acceleration of the U;-frame

v’;: Velocity of the center of mass of the ith unit

Zi: Acceleration of the center of mass of the ith unit

w’,;:  Angular velocity vector of the unsprung mass frame of the ith unit

W;,i: Angular acceleration vector of the unsprung mass frame of the ith unit

L’Z,;:  Angular velocity vector of sprung mass frame of the ith unit. From the definition

of the sprung mass frame, it is the angular velocity of the ith unit

2,;: Angular acceleration vector of the sprung mass frame of the ith unit. From the

definition of the sprung mass frame, it is the angular acceleration of the ith unit

~,i/,i: Angular velocity of the sprung mass frame of the ith  unit relative to the un-

sprung mass frame of the ith frame

4.3 Coordinate  Systems and Description of the Motion

In order to facilitate the description of the dynamics of heavy duty vehicle systems,

several different Cartesian coordinate systems are used in the modeling process. As

shown in Fig. 21, we define an unsprung mass coordinate system(U;-frame) and a

sprung mass coordinate system(S;-frame) for each unit. The &-frame is attached to

and moves with the (ith unit) rigid body. The center of gravity (C.G.) is defined as the

origin. The longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes of the body are naturally defined as

the 5, y and z axes respectively. The positive 2 axis points towards the front, and the

positive y axis to the left, the positive z axis points upward. So, the motion of the Si

frame describes the motion of the ith  unit of a HDV system. The U;-frame  is also a

moving coordinate system and is defined as the projection of the S;-frame on the road
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surface in its static equilibrium state. The static equilibrium state of the S-frame is

defined to be the stand still state with no roll, pitch or bounce motion. As defined, the

Ui-frame  has only planar translational motion and yaw motion about the t axis. Now,

we define an inertial coordinate system, n-frame. This frame is fixed with respect to

the ground. The yaw angle(c;) of each unit is measured from the IC axis of the n-frame

to the II: axis of the U;-frame.

The motion of each unit of a HDV system can be considered to be the addition

of the motion of U;-frame  relative to n-frame and the motion of S-frame relative to

Q-frame. U;-frame  has planar translational motion and yaw motion (ii) relative to n-

frame, and Si-frame has bounce(i), roll($) and pitch(b) motions relative to U;-frame.

Both roll and pitch motions are considered to be small. For the uniformity of the the

treatment of each unit and clarity of description, all the above mentioned notational

motions are nominal, that is, the rotational angles are measured about the sprung

mass or unsprung mass coordinate axes. Due to the holonomic constraints, the actual

rotations do not happen about the unsprung mass frame axes or about the sprung

mass axes. The relationship between the nominal rotational motions and the actual

rotational motions are investigated in section 4.5.

In theory, the dynamic equations can be expressed in any coordinate system and can

be transformed into any other coordinate system through coordinate transformations,

In practice, there is usually a coordinate system in which the dynamic equations are

simple but may have apparently stronger physical interpretation in another coordinate

system. Also in some coordiante system, the control design task may be convenient. All

these considerations necessitate the utilization of coordinate transformation between

two different coordinate systems.

Let T denote 3 x 3 coordinate transformation matrix between two different frames.

Then, the coordinate transformations between unsprung mass frame U; and the inertial
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Figure 21: Different Coordinate Frames

n-frame are:

COS Ci - sin 6i 0

Tneui = i 1sin 6; COSEi 0

0 0 1

COS Ci sin c; 0

Tuitn  = ! I- sin 6i cost; 0

0 0 1

(54)

The coordinate transformations between two unsprung mass frames, namely Ui-frame
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and Uj-frame are:

i
COS(E,j  - E&) - sin (tuj - c,i) 0 1Tui,uj =

I
sin(c,j - eui) COS(Euj - Eui) 0

0 0 1

(55)COS(C,j - &i) sin(c,j - cui) 0

Tu+ui = - sin(e,j - ~~a)  COS(E,~  - c,i) 0

0 0 1

The coordinate transformations between the sprung mass frame and unsprung mass

frame of the same unit, under small roll and pitch motion assumptions, are:

(56)

4.4 Kinematics  of the Heavy Duty Vehicle

In this section, the expressions of the kinematic quantities such as translational veloc-

ities, angular velocities, translational accelerations and angular accelerations of both

Ui and S-frame are given in different coordinate systems. Because of the constraints

between units, the relative motion of the ith U-frame to the (i - l)th U-frame is de-

fined by the relative yaw angle, e.g., ci - ci-1. The relative translational motions are

confined. Inductively, the absolute motion (motion relative to the inertial n-frame)

of the U;-frame  is a function of the motion of tractor unsprung mass frame, the yaw

motions of all the previous units and yaw motion of the current unit only. This is an

importance feature, we will make extensive use of this characteristics in the derivation

of both complex model and simple model.
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4.4.1 Tractor Unsprung Mass Dynamics

In the inertial coordinate system, position vector of the C.G. of tractor is defined as:

(57)

From the definition of the unsprung mass frames, the position of the origin of Ur-frame

in the inertial coordinate system is given by:

(58)

The velocity and the acceleration of Ur-frame  in terms of time derivatives of 2, and

yn are:

The Ur-frame velocity in Ur-frame  is obtained by coordinate transformation given in

equation (54) of section 4.3:

3& cos ~1 + jl, sin 61

[C& = Tultn [GI]~ = -& sin cl + on cos 61 (60)

Ul

In control applications, the traveling velocity and deviation rate of the vehicle from

the desired path are of interest. We define the longitudinal velocity and the lateral

velocity of the tractor, V, and zly respectively as,

vx

: 1

VY = [c&

0 ul

(61)
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From equation (60) and equation (61), we have the following relations:

0, = k, cos ~~ + jr, sin ~1

vy = -kit, sin ~1 + & cos 61
(62)

and,

i, = w, cos cl - vy sin 61
(63)

ftjn = v,siner +v,coscr

By taking time derivative of equation (61), the acceleration of tractor is obtained in

terms of vZ and wy and their derivatives.

[G& = & Full,1

ZZ
[ j$ul 1 u1 + [&

r . .
vx - ElVy

= fi, + 6%
1

(64)

1 0 1 Ul

where, [&r],r is the angular velocity of Ur-frame. It is equal to [0 0 ir]Tr.

By applying coordinate transformation to &I, the acceleration of the Ur-frame is

obtained in terms of n-frame variables.

2, cos 61 + &sin cl

[&llul = Tul+n [Gl], =

I i

- iin sin 61 + & cos cl

0
U1

From equation (64) and equation (65), we have the following relations:

(65)

ux - ilvy = 2% cos 61 + ijn sin 61
636)

ti, + ilv, = -fin sin ~1 + ji, cos cl

The complex model is derived in U;-frame  and the simple model is derived in Ul-
frame. By utilizing the coordinate transformations given in section 4.3, the tractor
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velocity in Uk coordinate system in terms of ~1, and vy is obtained as:

I uz COS(EI, - cl) + vy sin(6k - ~1)

[GI]~~ = -w, sin(ck - El) + vy cos(Ek - 61) (67)

0
uk

The acceleration of tractor in uk coordinate system in terms of Q:, Q, V, and 6, is

obtained as:

6, cos(Ek - El) + 6, Sin(ck - 61)
[aUl]uk = -ti, sin(Ek - 61) + ti, COS(Ek  - cl)

0
- uk

(68)

:

-uy CoS(ek - El) + ?& Sin(ck - cl)

+ WV Sin(ck - cl) + 21, COS(Ek - 61)

0
:

il

uk

In the following sections, we will use Y2, 2rY, ti, and 6, to describe the dynamics

of semi-trailers, dollies and trailers. If one need to express the dynamic equations in

terms of ?,, $,, Zn and in, equations(62) and (63) can be used to fulfill the task.

4.4.2 Velocities of the U;-frame

Once the tractor velocity is defined, from the kinematics, the velocities of the following

units are obtained inductively. See Figure 26.

The velocity of the second unit(i = 2) is given by:

I

0

v’,2 = &I - d,.lZl

0
(69)

and.
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for all units with i > 2.

These velocities can be expressed in terms of W, and vY in uk coordinate system by

applying appropriate coordinate transformations. For completeness, we also give the

velocity of the tractor. The velocities of the tractor and trailing units are :

for the tractor, i = 1,

[flduk =

1

0, COS(ck - El) + uy Sin(Ek  - 61)

-0, Sin(ck - 61) f ‘uy Cos(Ek - El) (71)

0
uk

for the second unit, i = 2,

vu, cos(ck - El) + uy Sin(ck - 61)

[cU2]Uk  = -?.&  sin(Ek - 61) + Oy COs(Ek  - 61)

0

for i > 2,

[6&k =

2), cOS(ck - El) + vy sin(ck - El)

-0, sin(ck - cl) + uuy cos(ck - cl)

0

Sin(ck - Ej)

cOS(Ek - 6j)

0
u k

-

J uk

Sin(c!, - cl)

cos(EI, - Q) h-lil

0
uk

(72)

(dfj + d,j)ij  -
(73)

df;ii

0
uk
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4.4.3 Angular Velocities and Angular Accelerations of the tJ; and 5’;

Frames

The unsprung mass frame rotates only about its z axis E; radians relative to the inertial

n-frame. Therefore the angular velocity of U;-frame  is:

ui

The sprung mass frame has roll(&) and pitch(&) motion relative to unsprung mass

frame. The relative angular velocity of the S;-frame to the U;-frame  is:

[ IL3si/ui  si =

si

(75)

Then the angular velocity of S-frame relative to inertial n-frame is given by:

(76)

in Vi coordinate system, it can be expressed as:

[Gsilu; = [1321iIui  + TG+G [Gsi/ui] =s-z

ui

(77)

and in Si coordinate system, it can be expressed as:

(78)

The rate of change of angular velocity of $-frame in Si coordinate system is:

[’ I
0‘s; =

si 1 Si

(79)



4.4.4 Accelerations of U;-frame

Now that we know the translational velocity and angular velocity of the U;-frame,  we

can obtain the translational acceleration by taking the time derivative of the velocity.

or,

[zUi]ui  = [$cui],i  + [GUi]ui x [Gi]ui (81)

From equation(73)  for the case of k = i and equation(74),  we have the accelerations of

the U;-frames  in terms of wu,, v~, ti, and I&, expressed in Ui-frame  as follows:

for tractor, i = 1,

. .
us2 - ElUy

[G& =

[ i

6, + ilW, (82)

Ul

for the second unit, i = 2,

1 0

[G21u2  =

6, cos(e2  - ~1) + ti, sin(c2 - 61) -uy cos(t2  - ~1) + v,sin(cz - 61)

-6, sin(c2 - cl) + 6, cos(c2 - 61) wy sin(c2 - tr) + v, cos(t2 - ~1) il

0 0
u2

-21 sin(c2 - 61) + if cos(c2 - cl)

+ + cos(c2  - ~1) - +sin(cg - ~1) 42

0
u2

(83)
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for i > 2,

I

ti, COS(Ei  - 61) + 6, Sin(E;  - El)

[sizli]ui  = -6,  sin(ei  - El) + ti, COS(Ei  - 61)

0 1 ui

i

-WY COS(Ei  - 61) + 0, sin(E; - El)

+ vy sin(6;  - ~1) + v, cos(6; - El) iI

0 i Ui

i

-i’l Sin(t;  - El) + tq COS(E;  - El)

+ -i’l  cos(c;  - rl) - if sin(e;  - ~1) 41

0
ui

(84)

-;ii sin(Ei - ~j) + ij” COS(E~ - cj)

+ cj;‘, -tj COS(Ei  - Ej) - ij” Sin(E;  - Ej) dji

0
Ui

The acceleration expressions in U;-frame  are used in the complex model. In deriving

the simple model, the acceleration expressions in Ul-frame are needed. By applying

coordinate transformations Tul+ui, such that,

[Llul = Tul+ui  [&i]ui  7 i=2,3,...,N (85)

we have:

for the second unit, (i = 2)

(86)

I
-Z2 sin(c1  - e2) + il cos(e~  - 62)

+ -Z2 cos(e1 - c2) - Zz sin(el  - e2)

:

%f2

0
u l
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I -2j sin(cr - cj) + i!j cos(cr - cj)

+ cj,: -Zj cos(c1 - cj) - f+ sin(cr  - cj) (djj + de)

0 1 Ul (87)

i

-i’i sin(cr  - Ci) + if COS(E1 - c;)

+ -Zi COS(C~ - 6;) - i” sin(cr - 6;) dj;

0 i ul

4.4.5 Translational Velocity and Acceleration of &-frame

The motion of the S;-frame relative to the inertial n-frame is the addition of the motion

of U;-frame  relative to inertial n-frame, the bouncing motion of U;-frame  relative to

n-frame and the motion of $-frame relative to U;-frame.  Therefore the velocity is

given by:

where, vv,is are the bouncing motion propagation terms and &,pl is the velocity of the

tractor pitch center in the z,r direction (See Fig. 22) and is given by,
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Figure 22: Bouncing Motion of the Units

The bouncing velocity propagation terms are

WW,l  = 0

The roll and pitch motions are usually very small, the second and higher order

terms can be assumed negligible. By setting the second order terms in equation (88)

to zero, the velocity of the C.G. of the ith unit is obtained as:
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The acceleration is obtained by taking time derivative of the S-frame velocity given

by equation (91).

(92)

Applying the above formula to the velocity expressions given in equation (91) , we get:

where,

aazl = 0

Conventions: Right arrow at the top of a character indicates that the character is

a vector, e.g. v’. If a vector is embraced in a pair of square brackets, it means the

vector is expressed in a coordinate system designated by the subscript o f the bracket,

e.g. PI,. The arabic numbers or the character i in subscript denotes the index of the

unit that the character represent, i.e. v’; and a’l. The subscripts x, y and .z indicates

the directional component of the quantity, e.g. v,, vy and v,.

4.5 Propagation of Roll and Pitch Motion

From the roll stability point of view, the hitching mechanisms between tractor and

trailer or between trailers are all designed to restrict the relative roll motion of the two
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Figure 23: Roll Motion Coupling

connected units. In the fifth wheel connection, considering the pitch motion, the unit

rotates about an axis which passes through the connecting point and parallel to the y

axis of the previous unit. We define the actual rotating angle of the ith unit relative

to the (i - l)th unit as 8,;. Then the nominal roll(&) and pitch(8;) angles and all of

their derivatives(&,  8;, Eji, 4;) are functions of the roll motion of the previous unit,@;-1,

the physical pitch angle, ePi, and the relative yaw angle, (ci - ci-1). For example, if

the relative yaw angle, i.e. E; - E;-1 = 0, is zero, then, 4; = $i-1 and 8; = 8,i. If the

relative yaw angle, i.e. 6; - ei-1 = 90 deg, then, $i = 8,; and 8; = &-I. We assume

that the pitch and roll motions are small. Under this assumption, the superposition

principle can be applied as follows:

First assume, 0,; = 0. From the geometry in Fig. 23, we have,

tanq$ = tan&r COS(e; - Ei-1)

tan 8; = - tan 4i-r  Sill(Q - t;-1)
(95)

If 4;-i = 0, then from Fig. 24, we have,

tan 8; = tan 9pi  COS(Ci - Ei-1)
(96)

tan 4; = tan 0pi  sin(c; - E;-1)

Applying the small angle superposition principle, the roll and pitch motion of the ith

unit are the joint effect of the (i - l)th unit roll motion and the physical relative pitch
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Figure 24: Pitch Motion Coupling

motion: i.e.

4; = arctan(tan &-I COS(E; - e;-1)) + arctan(tan Opi SiIl(E; - Ei-1))

(97)

0; = - arctan(tan 4i-r  SiIl(E; - ei-1)) + arctan(tan 8,; COS(Ci - Q-1))

In exploring the relationships of the rates of rotational motions, we assume that the

yaw motion of U;-frame  relative to &-r-frame is approximately the same as the yaw

motion of S-frame relative to $-r-frame. The angular velocity of $-frame in terms

of 4i-i and @pi is:

$3-1

1 1

bpi (98)
*

s ( i - 1 )

If the coordinate transformation from $-r-frame to $-frame is approximated as:

:

COS(Ei - Ci-1) SiIl(Ei - Q-1) 0

Tsi+s(i-1)  = - SiIl(E; - Ei-1) COS(Ei - E;-1) 0

0 0 1

(99)
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the nominal roll and pitch rates of $-frame are

i.e.

(100)

4.j = &i-l COS(Ei - Ci-1) + 8,;Sin(c; - E;-1)

ii = -$;-I sin(6; - Q-1) + 4,; COS(6; - Ei-1)
ww

The rates of change of the roll and pitch angles are:

& = &j-l  COS(E; - 6;-1)  + dpi sin(ei - Q-1) + (ia - ii-r)ei

ji = -$i-1  Sin(C;  - Ci-1) + ipi COS(Ei - Ei-1) - (ii - ii-l)$i
(102)

As we can see, Ji and S; are functions of $1, and &,js for all 2 2 j 2 i. For compactness,

we define the following quantities:

Ai = COS(C; - Ei-1)

Bi = Sin(E; - Ei-1)

Ci = (Zi - ii-1)8i

D; = - Sin(6i - Q-1)

Ei = COS(Ei - Ei-1)

Fi = -(ii - ii-l)$i

The angular acceleration equations can then be rewritten as:

(103)

By reapplying formula (104) to all the intermediate roll accelerations, we get the fol-

lowing equations:

& = (II$=, Aj) $1 + CL2  (I$,,+, Aj) BkJpk + c”i=,  (fl$,k+l Aj) ck

(105)
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4.6 Complex Simulation Model

from the advanced dynamics theory, a dynamic system is defined as a collection of

elements which interact with each other and is subject to external forces. In the case

that the elements are 3D objects, the elements are called free bodies. For each free body

we can write down 6 differential equations, i.e. three translational motion equations

and three rotational equations. So, for a system which consists of N free bodies, we

have 6N differential equations. This means that we have 6N unknowns to solve for.

The external forces are known functions of time and the system states, where the

system states refer to the positions and velocities. Some interacting forces are known

functions of time and system states, and some are not. The latter is usually referred

to as the constraint forces. The nature of constraint forces is that they eliminate the

degrees of freedom at the cost of introducing constraint forces which can only be solved

from the dynamic equations.

By selecting the states (generalized coordinates) carefully, as we have shown in

section 4.4, the translational accelerations and rotational accelerations for each body

can be easily expressed in terms of the states only. Furthermore, the sum of the number

of general coordinates and the number of constraint forces are always 6 x N, where

N is the number of units of the system. Then, for each unit we can apply Newton’s

equations and Euler’s equations of motion, Fig. 25 is a freebody diagram for the ith

unit of a truck. Newton’s Equations for the ith unit are:

where, fi is a total force vector acting on the ith unit. As shown in Fig. 25, it

is the sum of the tire forces of four wheels and constraint forces of both front and

rear constraints. The front constraint force (Fj) components are defined along the

directions of unsprung mass frame of the previous unit. Similarly the rear constraint

force(F,!) components are defined along the directions of unsprung mass frame of the

unit. The directions of all the tire forces are the same as the unsprung mass frame

directions of the unit that the wheels are attached to. Therefore, the front constraint
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Figure 25: Free-body Diagram of the Truck Unit

forces are given by:

[ 1pi
f Eli = -cLitu(i-1) P9%(i-1)

?fz, %ifz
9fy, kifyk

Cfx,  Gfx

(107)

By expanding the above expression into its component forms in U;-frame,  we have,

Fjz = -F,i;l cos(c; - E;-~) - Fpiyl sin(E; - ti-1)

The total force (@j = [FL,, F&, F$!,IT) is given by:

Fj, = F& + F& + Fj3, + f&, + pjl) + F,iz

(109)
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Euler’s Equation for the ith Unit is:

w h e r e ,  Mj,,M&, and M& are the componets of total moment A$ in the S-frame.

However, it is much easier to calculate the moments in U;-frame.

where, fii is a moment term which comes from the tire forces,

and A&! is a rear constraint moment. k$ is the reaction moment acting on the front

constraint point. The front constraint reaction moment can be calculated from the

rear constraint moment of the previous unit as follows,

that is,

[ Iai ui = -Li+u(i-1) [M,f-'Iu(i-l) (113)

I$jz = -M,!,l cos(ci - ci-1) - M&‘sin(E;  - Ei-1)

Gjy = M,!,‘sin(c; - Ei-1) - M,!;’ COS(Ei  - Ei-1) (114)
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+’ ‘i ‘i
In the above equations the wheel position vectors @,, Rb, R, and R, are given by,

The constraint position vectors &jC and l$ are given by,

The moments in $-frame are obtained by the coordinate transformation:

For the sake of convenience, we also define,

(119)
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and,

Finally we have the total moment expression in component form of $-frame as follows:

M& = (-Cj, 7icos ~j + 4idji sin cf) Fj,’ + (-C), sin Ef - $idfi cos of) F,!,’ + dfil

+Cf,F~, - Q;df-Fj, + dr;Fj,

M;, = ( -Ciz - 8idji) sin EJ F~.J’ + (Cjz + Bidf;)  cos cf Fikl

+(-Cf, + Oidri)Fjy
- cos ~fMj;l - sin tfM&l + OiM,!,l

+ Mj, - 0; Mj, + a:,

- 1
7

21)

M& = (dfi sin of - B;C~, sin of + $iC$z cos cf) Fig1

+(-dfi coscf + BiCffz coscf  + 4iCiz sin cf)F,!y’ - +;dfiFj,’

-4iCfZFjZ  - (d,; + OiC~,) Ffy - $id,iFj,

-(O~COS~~  ++isincf)Mj,‘+ (-Oisincj  +#;cosc~)M&~  - Mj,l

+ M& + 8; M,!, - Cpi M& + ii?;*

There is a very useful aspect of these dynamic equations: All the governing equa-

tions are linear functions in terms of accelerations of general coordinates and the con-

straint forces. If the constraint forces are not necessarily to be solved, by applying

linear operations to the equations of motion, all the constraint forces can be eliminated.

Then, we obtain the differential equations in terms of selected general coordinates only.

4.7 Simple Control Model

In the simplified control model, only the planar translational motion and the yaw

motion of tractor and the yaw motion of each trailing units are considered. The natural
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way of deriving simple model should be the simplification of the complex model by

setting certain modes (general coordinate) to zero. All the simple models available in

the literature are derived in this way. In this section, a general practical method of

deriving a simple model is presented. Using this method, the motion equations can be

written without deriving the complex model.

If we ignore the roll, pitch and bouncing motions of each unit of HDV, the system

has N + 2 degrees of freedom: two degree of freedom for planar motion, N degrees

of freedom for yaw motions. The translational motion of the tractor, i.e. u, and Ok,

and the yaw rate of each unit, i.e. ii, are a possible set of generalized coordinates.

In section 4.4 we have shown that all the trailers’ velocities and accelerations can be

determined in terms of w, and or, and i;s. Then, by applying the newton’s second

law to the system, two differential equations can be easily obtained. The equations of

motion in Ur-frame are:

FtOtd
YUl = (cgl Mi) (i'y + hc) (122)

+cg=2 (C&i Mj) ~4(i-l) [- i-i’ 1 cos(c;-1  - 61) + ifel sin(e;-1 - cl)]

+dj; [-;‘i cos(ci - 61) + if sin(e; - ci)]}

where, FiEt,“’ is the total external force in the z direction of Ui-frame, and Fi$’ is the

total external force in the y direction of Ui-frame. They are the sum of all the tire

forces in the each direction and are given by: ,

COS(C; - cl) - (& F,j)  sin(E; - tl)]

sin (Ei - cl) + (& Fiyj) COS(G - ed] (,-23)

where, F&s  and F&s are defined as shown in Fig. 26.

In considering dynamic equations related to the yaw motion, there are relative

motions between each adjacent units. In order to account for each unit’s yaw motion,

the units consisting the HDV system have to be considered individually. If we apply
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Xn

Figure 26: Simple Heavy Duty Vehicle System

Euler’s rotational motion equations to each unit, we have to consider the constraint

forces and constraint moments. For applications, however, an explicit expressions of

differential equations is desired. This means that we need to cancel all the unknown

constraint forces from the equations of motion. Although, the constraint forces appear

linearly in equations, it requires considerable algebra to write down analytic simple

model. Is there any way that we can directly write down the equations as we do for

the planar motion ? There are three facts which call our attention:

l In the Lagrangian mechanics, we do not have to consider the constraint forces.

l The velocity and acceleration of the ith unit are dependent on the tractor’s trans-

lational motion(&, T&) and only on the yaw motions of its preceding units and

current unit (ej, for j 5 i).

l The potential energy is constant.

Keeping these in mind, we use Lagrangian method to derive the equations of yaw

motions.
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The Lagrangian equation is:

d &
cz acj;( > - g = Fqt (124)3

where, the 9;s are generalized coordinates, L is the Lagrangian and Fp, is the generalized

force associated with generalized coordinate qi.

For HDV,

L = x2, Ti
(125)

Ti(h,O2,~2,... ii-l, Ei-1, ii, Ei) = $Mi[Gii]ui . [Ci]ui

The velocity is given in section 4.4. Then, the Lagrangian equation for ei is:

We define,

The li can be expressed as the following:

Forj= 1,

(126)

(127)

Lf = -M2drl{6,  - drlZl - df& COS(Q - ~1) + df2(&  - il)i2 sin(c2 - 61))

,?i; = -Midrl{i+,
(128)

- d,li’l - CiLi  [(dfj + dyj)Zi  COS(Ej - cl)] - dJ;i’i COS(ti  - ~1))

-Midrl{cj=i  [(dfj + d,j)ij(ij  - ii) sin(ej - or)] + df;ii(i;  - il) sin(e; - tr)}

From equation (125), we can conclude that xi = 0 for j > i.

For i 2 j and j 2 2, Eis are:

Ei = M2df2{[tiz  sin(c2 - 61) - 6, COS(Q  - EI)] + drri’r cos(er - 62) + d+

+(i2 - il) [74 COS(E~ - ~1) + wy sin(c2  - cl) + d,lil  sin(er  - ~a)]} + I&gk29)
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and, for i 2 k 2 2

-
Lz, = Mi(dfk + drk(l - Sik>>{[ it, sin(Ek  - ~1) - 6, cos(ck  - cl)] + d,lzl cos(tl - ok)

+ Cizi [(dfj + d,.j)ij(ij - il) sin(Ek - ~j)] + df;(i; - il) sin(ck - Ei)

+(ik - il) [oz COS(E~ - ~1) + uy sin(ck - ~1) + d,lil  sin(e1 - Q)] (130)

where, 6ik = 1 for i = k, else &k = 0

if are given by,

i&L = 0
at1
!a2
861

= M2drli1v, - M&z~2([~u2z:lu2  - [~1&2)
x&
861 = Mid,lilv,  - Cizi (dfj + drj)ij([vuiz]uj - [uulz]uj)

-df;h([vuiz]ui - [vulz]ui) 7 (i 2 3) (131)

ix!2
acz = Mdjz& [~221,~
ai.
% = Mi(dfj + &j)ij [uuiz],j 1 (N 2 i L j L 2)

aL,ah% = M&&x [~unz],,

where, [u,iJuj is the velocity of ith unit in z direction of Uj-frame and [Uuiy],j  is the

velocity of ith unit in y direction of Uj-frame.

The generalized forces are given by,

(132)

where , 2s are given by:
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for i = 1 and j = 1,

(133)

for i = 2,

(134)

(135)

036)

for i 2 3, k = 2,. * * , (i - I),

ar;,- -(df; + d,;) sin(ei - Q)
ae,+ - 1 ) f o r  j=l,*.-,4, (137)

-(df; + d,;) co+; - Q)
L

ui

-wfiT
2 1 7 y$--

-dji + lji
1ui

for i >_ 3, k = i,

(138)
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From the above discussion, we can establish three tables which can be resorted

when deriving simple models of heavy duty vehicle system of N units. Table one is for

xi, table two is for I!,; and table three is for s where k = 1,2,3  or k = 4. BecauseaC 3 ,

of the characteristic of Li and ?..,+,  zj, I?: and 2 are equal to zeros for all j > i. So,3
the three tables take upper triangular form as shown below:

-n. . .
Ll

-n. . .
L2

. . . E;

Ln-1 jJn
n-1 n-1

-12
Ln

Table two:

Table three:

“n. . .
Ll

-72. . .
L2

-n. . . L3

(139)

(140)

Then, the Lagrangian equaition for generalized coordinate Ei can be obtained by

applying equation (126) to the it* rows of each table.
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4.8 Example:  Simple  Model  of Tractor Semi-trailer

This section presents non-linear simplified model of tractor-semitrailer as a special case

of the method described in section 4.7. For the tractor semi-trailer dynamical system,

the only external forces come from the tire forces. In simplified model, we assume the

linear tire model.

4.8.1 Dynamics of Tractor Semi-trailer

Tractor Semitrailer system is a two unit system, therefore, n = 2. Consequently, the

simplified model has 4 degrees of freedom: Longitudinal and lateral motion, yaw motion

of the tractor and yaw motion of the semi-trailer. By expanding equation (122) for

n = 2, the longitudinal and lateral dynamics equation is obtained as follows:

FtOtd
XUl = (MI + M2)(& - G,)

+A& { d,l[$] + dj2[& sin(c2 - ~1) + ii ~04~2 - cl)]}

FtOtd
YUl = (MI + M2)(+, + M,) (142)

+M2 { d,l[-i’l]  + df2[-i’2  COS(Q - ~1) + ii sin(e:! - ei)]}

where,

Ftota’ = C&1 Ft’,.  + (& Ff!.) COS(EZ - ~1) - (& Fzyj) sin(ez - ~1)xul

Ftota’ = C,“=l F&j + (Ct=, Ffzj) sin(cz - ~1) + (x4=1  FZ,j)  COS(C~ - ~1)YQl (143)

From equation (142) and equation ( 143),  and by rearranging the terms, we get:

(MI + M2)ify - m2drl& - M2dj2 COS(E:!  - q)Z2

+(MI + Mz)~Iv,  + A&d& sin(c2 - 61)
= ,& Fiyj + (Ctzl F$) sin(c2 - ~1) + (,& Fkj) COS(Q - ~1) (144)

In deriving yaw motion equations, let the generalized coordinates

[a, qdT be [~I, ~21 T. The tractor yaw motion equations is given by:

:)+(x%=1 2&k) (145)



where,

L: = I,‘,i’l

I;: = -M2drl{i7y  - drlF1  - df2Z2  COS(E~ - ~1) + df2(i2  - il)i2 sin(c2  - 61))

z; = 0
(146)

Lf = M24lil  [f&T + f2 2d i sin(E2 - EI)]

and,

(147)
CL &I2!L@*k  = -drl  sin(E2 - Q)(F&, + Ffz2 + Ft% + F&I)

-4-l 4~2 - 4(F,2,,  + &i-$2  + F& + F&d

From equations (145), (146) and (147), and by rearranging terms, we have the

equation of motion for tractor as follows:

-Mzd-&  + (M& + I;Ji’l  + Md-df2G  4~2 - ~1)

-M2d,ld&  sin(cg - ~1) - M2d,.liluz

= * (a2 - Fi’d + +%‘z, - %3) + h(F,‘,l  + F&2) - w?g, + F,1,4)

-4-l sin(E2 - cl)(F&l+  4% + F& + Ftk) (148)

-4-l 4~2 - Q)(F~~I  + F&2  + F$s + F&J

The semi-trailer yaw motion equation is given by:

L; - .E; = c”,=, gy2k (149)

where,

L; = Mzdfg( 6, sin(c2 - ~1) - ti, COS(E~ - tl) + d,.li’l COS(E~  - 61) + df222

+(C2  - il) [w, cos(c2  - 61) + wy sin(t2 - ~1) - d,lil  sin(c;? - EI)]} + I&i’2

1; = M2df2i2{wzcos(eZ  - ~1) + v,sin(cz - ~1) - d,.lil sin(e2 - ~1)) (150)

and,

c”,=, %&k = +(F,2,,  - F,2,,) + +(F&, - F&s)

+(Zfa  - dfz)(F& + F,2,,)  - (Jr2 + dfa)(F&  + F&A)
( 15
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From equations (149), (150) and (151), and by rearranging the terms, we have the

yaw motion equation of the semitrailer as follows:

M2dfp.&  sin(c2 - ~1) - M&f2  COS(E:!  - ~l)fi,

+Mzd,.ldf&  cos(c2  - 61)  + (Mzd2f2  + ~32

-M2df2il  [u,, COS(E~ - ~1) + wy sin(ez - Q)] + Wd,ldfzsin(~2  - 61);:

= y (FL2 - FtL) + +mkl - m (152)

+(& - djd(F& + F&2) - (h-2  + dfz)(F,2,,  + F,2,,)

4.8.2 Linear Tire Model

In the simplified model, we assume tire model is linear and the steering angles of front

wheel of each unit, the relative articulation yaw angle are small. The longitudinal and

lateral forces of the ith unit tires are:

for the front wheels ( k = 1,2), and

(153)

(154)

for the rear wheels ( k = 3,4), where, Cif and Ci,. are longitudinal stiffness of the front

tires and rear tires of the ith unit respectively, and C,;J and Colir are the cornering

stiffness of the front tires and the rear tires of the ith unit respectively. From Fig. 27,

by applying the coordinate transformation to the front wheel forces, we have:

Fjzk = F& cos Si - F& sin 6;

FitYk = Fi, sin 6; + Flk cos Si

for k = 1,2. and by re-labeling the rear tire forces, we have:

055)

(156)

for k = 3,4.
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Figure 27: Linear Tire Foreces

The tire slip angles are defined as:

oif = Si - arctan &-$-z> (157)

for the front wheels of the ith unit, where, [qf,],; and [Vifg]ui  are the front wheel

velocity components in z and y direction of the U;-frame  respectively, and

cl!;, = - arctan (+&-) (158)

for the rear wheels of the ith unit, where, [wi,,],; and [w;,y],i are the rear wheel velocity.
components in the 2 and y direction of the &frame  respectively. Referring to Fig. 27,

the velocity components are given by:

[U;fZ],r  = [‘UkE]ui * Fir

[Wimlul  = [Wuis],;  f +;I
(159)

[“ifyl,1  = buiyl,; + If lb

[wi,y]ul  = [wUiy]ui - lrlil

where,  [~,;,],;  and [~,;~]~i are the U;-frame  velocity components in the z and y direc-

tions of the Ui coordinate system. They are given in section 4.4.
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For the linear tire model, we make the following assumptions.

l If we do not consider the traction or braking force, the tire longitudinal force is

small compared to the lateral force, so let Fj, = 0, f o r  k  =  1,2,3,4.

l The relative yaw angle between units are small.

l the steering angles and the slip angles are small.

l Ignore quadratic and higher order terms.

l The longitudinal velocity of each wheel are approximately equal to w,.

Under these assumptions, the tire forces for the tractor are:

F& = Ftz2 = -N;Calf  vY+il’fl  J1%

(160)

Ft”yl = Fty2 = N;Calf(S1 - “y+f$)

similarly, the tire forces for the semitrailer are:

F,!, = Ff..2 = -N2Cf ff2f
vy-d,~~~lf~-(df2-lf2)iz-v,(~z-~~)

21% 62

F& = F& = 0

(161)
&by1 = F&2 = N;Ccaf(& - v,-d,l~*-(dfz-Ifz)iz-vz(~z-~l)

vx )

Ft”y3 = F&, = N,%zr  (-
v,-d,lil-(dfz+1,z)iz--2)=(Ez-E1)

212 >

4.8.3 Simple Model

In lateral vehicle control, we assume that the vehicle has constant longitudinal velocity.

Thus, by substituting equation (160) and (161) into the second equation of (144))  and
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ignoring the second order terms,

FtOtd =
Ytl

2NjSr + 2N;Calf  COS(E~ - 9)d2

-${(nr;c,lf  + N,‘Calr-)  + (Nf2Cazj + N,%2r)  ~04~2 - d)wy

-~{(NjG&l - N;Gdrd  - (NjG2, + N,2Ca2r)drl  co+ - Q)}&

-3-(+Lzj + N,2Ca-)dj2cos(~2  - t-1)
(162)

+(N;Cc&z - N,%2rlr2)  cos(e - ~l)}i2

+‘L(N$v2f + N,2G2r)  ~04~2 - ~1) (~2 - ~1)

By substituting equation (160) and (161) into equation (147))  and ignoring the

second order terms,

FSE1 = ‘JN;Cnlj~.&  - 2Nf2C,2fd,lcos(~2 - 462

-~W&djl  - N,%lrh)  - (N;Cazj  + Nf2Ccar)drl  COS(E~  - q)}u,

-&W;Cc& + N;Gd,2,)  + (Nf2Cazf  + N,2C,2r)d;1 COS(E;!  - q)}wUy

-$Ulv)Ca&,  + N,1C,,J,“,)  + (N$zx2f  + N,2C,2,)d;,  COS(Q - q)}il

-Wf2Gzj + N,2Ga-)dfzd,l~0~(~2  - ~1) (163)

+(-N~G~j~j2 + N,%dr2)drl~0~(~2  - ~1))iz

-241 (Nr”G2f + Nf2G2r)  co+2 - ~1) (~2 - ~1)

By substituting equations (160) and (161) into equation (151),

FSE2 = 2N;C,2,& - df2)

-~{N~c,2j(~j2 - djz)  - N,%24,2  + dfz)}w,

-~{-N~Gzj(~jz - 42) + N,2G24,2 + df2))drlh

-$+Nf2Gzf(~f2  - d.4 + N,2G2r&2 + dp)]df2

+ [N;Gzj(lfz  - dj$jz + N,%x2r(42  + dfz)bz]>b
(164)

+2N;Cdf2  - dfz)(Ea - ~1) - 2N,%24,2  + dfa)(E:!  - ~1)

Combining equation pairs (144) and (162))  (148) and (163))  (152) and (152))  and

rewriting them into the matrix form, we get:

Mb, 34; + C(q, 4) + $?q) + K(q) = 4)
61[ 1 (165)
(32

where, q = [wY, 6, i# and,
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Mb, 4) =

WM) =

MI+Mz -M&r1 -M2df2 cos(e2 - EI)

-Md-1 Ij2 + Mzd;, Mzd,ldj, ~04~2  - ~1)

-M2df2cos(e2  - q) Mzdr& co+ - ~1) I,“t.  + M&2

( MI + M2)i1wz  + M2df& sin(E2 - EI)

-M2d,.lwzil  - M2d,.ldf2 sin(c;3 - 61);;

-M2df2<1wz  COS(Q - ~1) - (M2df2i1wy  - M2dfzd,lif) sin(c2 - tl)

D&l) =

D&2)  =

D&3) =

D(2,l)  =

0(2,2)  =

0(2,3) =

D(3,l)  =

0(3,2) =

0(3,3)  =

(N;Calj  + N,%r) + (N;Ccaf  + N,2Ca2r  COS(E~  - Q))

(N;Gl.$fl - N,%drl)  - (N~Ca2j  + N+Lr)drl  cos(e2 - q)

- (IY,“Gaf  + N,2C,z,)df2  co+2 - 61)

+(N;Gzjbz  - N,2Cc&fz  - N;Ca2rZr2)  COS(E~  - q)
P;G&l - N,1Gdr1)  - (N;Coizj  + N;Cm)drl cos(e2 - cl)

(NjGd& + N,‘Cd,“,)  + (N&zf + N,2C,2r)d;l  cos(e2 - cl)

(N&zf  + N$h.,)d,ldf2  co+2 - ~1)

+(-N$dfz  + N?Zarlr2)drl  COS(E~  - ~1)

Nf2Ccd.n - 4-d - N3%24r2  + djz)

[-N;c,dfz - 42) + Nr=cu24&2 + dfd]drl

[-Nf2ccw(h - d.d + N,%x2r(b-2  + djz)]djz

+[N~Cazdh  - d.ddfz  + Nr2Ca24r2  + dfz)l,2]

-qqcazf  + N,2C&) COS(E2  - El) WpaZf  + N,2Cazr)  COS(E2  - Cl)
2(Nf2Gzf  + N,2Ca&h cos(e - 61) 2(N,2Gz,  + W%xa-)&  COS(Q  - ~1)

\ 0 -2Nf2ca2.&2  - 42) + W%x24,2  + dj2) 2Nf2Chj(lj2  - djz)  - 2N,2C,2,(1,2 + dja)

2N;Gzf COS(E2  - El)
-2N;Ca2f  d,.l COS(E:!  - q)

2N;C,aj(~j2 - 42)
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If we denote:

then, the D(q) and A(q) matrix can be rewritten as follows:

Dl(1, 1) = Gf + c,, + CdCOS(~2 - El)

Dl(l,  2) = Gflfl - CcvJrl  - Cat41 co+2 - 4

a (1,3) = -Cot(42  + 272) 4~2 - 4

W% 1) = Cc&l - CarLI  - G&l 4~2 - ~1)

044 2) = Ca& + Car(?1  + Ca& 4~2 - ~1)

&(2,3)  = Catdr&2cos(~z  - 61) + Cat&-&l  ~42 - 61)

0 (3,l) = -C&.2 + 42)

4(3,2) = Gt(b-2 + d&h-1

01(3,3)  = Cc&r2  + $A2

2Ccxt -2Cclt

-2Ccxtdrl 2Gtdrl

0 -2Gt(L2  + dj2)  2Gt(bz + dj2) I

~Gxf 0
A,(q) = 2~c&~ oi I0 0

If we further redefine dimensional parameters as follows:

4 = 4-l & = dfz

11 = l.fl 12 = bl

Z3 = df2 + Jr2

(166)

(167)

068)
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and, let:

Ef = c2 - 61
(169)

COS(Q  - El) M 1

then, equation (165) becomes identical with the simplified model equation derived in

(Chen, 1996),  which is the same as the eqution (1) of section 2 of this report.
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5 Conclusions

This report presents the accomplishments under MOU 289, “Lateral Control of Heavy

Duty Vehicles for Automated Highway Systems”, during the funding year 1996-97.

A linear analysis of tractor semitrailer model was presented. This analysis was fol-

lowed by the design of a simple linear controller for lane following. This controller is

a baseline controller in terms of performance of other linear and nonlinear controllers.

Offtracking analysis was presented for a single unit vehicle and tractor semitrailer. This

analysis is independent of the control design. Therefore, any control design can incor-

porate the offtracking information to center the vehicle in the lane. Finally, modeling

of multi-unit articulated vehicles was presented. Any road train combination with

tractor followed by trailers, semitrailers and appropriate dollies can be modeled by

the proposed method. Both the complex simulation model and the simplified control

design model were derived for the general road train. As an example, the simplified

model of a tractor-semitrailer was presented and compared with the previous model.

The experimenal study based on the anallysis presented in this report will be continued

under MOU 313.
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